Time to fly: A comparison of marginal value theorem approximations in an agent-based model of foraging waterfowl
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A B S T R A C T
One of the fundamental decisions foragers face is how long an individual should remain in a given foraging location. Typical approaches to modeling this decision are based on the marginal value theorem. However, direct application of this theory would require omniscience regarding food availability. Even with complete knowledge of the environment, foraging with intraspecific competition requires resolution of simultaneous circular dependencies. In response to these issues in application, a number of approximating algorithms have been proposed, but it remains to be seen whether these algorithms are effective given a large number of foragers with realistic characteristics. We implemented several algorithms approximating marginal value foraging in a large-scale avian foraging model and compared the results. We found that a novel reinforcement-learning algorithm that includes cost of travel is the most effective algorithm that most closely approximates marginal value foraging theory and recreates depletion patterns observed in empirical studies.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Optimal patch selection describes how foragers should be distributed across heterogeneous landscapes with respect to food items and to each other. Under simplifying assumptions, optimality theory predicts that foragers consuming continually-replenishing resources might select patches according to the ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas, 1969), in which animals distribute themselves in the patches proportionate to the gain rate of resources. However, for many animals, patch selection is dynamic: when resources are depleted in one area, animals must find new patches containing those resources. In 1976, Charnov proposed marginal value theorem (MVT), an analytical solution for determining when to leave a foraging patch that predicts that a forager should depart when the intake rate for that patch falls below the long-term average intake rate across all available patches. Charnov's theoretical result sparked a flurry of empirical and modeling studies that suggested other patch-departure rules including fixed-time, fixed-intake, minimizing, maximizing, and inter-reward intervals (e.g., Cowie, 1977; Hodges, 1981; Iwasa et al., 1981; McNair, 1982; Green, 1984; McNamara and Houston, 1985).

There remains some uncertainty as to how well any animal fits the predictions of MVT and whether any animal could actually gather the information required to implement MVT (Stephens and Krebs, 1987; Stephens et al., 2007). Nonetheless, animals likely use some foraging strategy to be able to thrive in their environment, whether through evolution, learning, development, or some combination of these processes. We may expect such strategies to approximate MVT.

Since MVT has broad application, including agent-based models (ABMs) that explore how individual behaviors scale up to create patterns at larger scales (Grimm et al., 2005; DeAngelis and Mooij, 2005; McLane et al., 2011) and non-biological systems such as robot foraging (Ulam and Balch, 2004), finding the best algorithmic approximation for MVT is of critical importance for applied foraging contexts. In this paper, we explore several avenues by which behavioral and biological researchers can optimally program foraging agents that approximate MVT, using overwintering waterfowl as a test species. In particular, we are interested in which algorithms provide the longest survival times in an environment with depleting resources. We examine two approaches suggested in the robotics literature, subsequently modified to account for
Table 1
Abbreviations used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>Agent-based model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTSOM</td>
<td>Days to 50% mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTD</td>
<td>Days to deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUD</td>
<td>Giving-up density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFD</td>
<td>Ideal free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTF A</td>
<td>Long-term-forward average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT</td>
<td>Marginal value theorem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMVT</td>
<td>Online MVT algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL MVT</td>
<td>Reinforcement-learning MVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOMVT</td>
<td>Extended OMVT algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRL MVT</td>
<td>Extended RLMVT algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

travel time, and examine how these different approximations to MVT affect energy intake and survival in our modeled system.

1.1. Marginal value theorem

We consider three different implementations of marginal value theorem in this paper: Charnov’s (1976) original MVT, or classical MVT; an algorithm approximating MVT based on reinforcement learning (Wawerla and Vaughan, 2009), or reinforcement-learning MVT; and an algorithm approximating MVT using continuously-updated estimates (Wawerla and Vaughan, 2010), or online MVT (abbreviations are summarized in Table 1). In the latter two cases, we consider both the original techniques suggested by Wawerla and Vaughan as well as modified versions of these methods that take into account differential costs of travel between foraging areas, or extended reinforcement-learning MVT and extended online MVT.

1.2. Classical MVT

In 1976, Charnov proposed a mathematical model for the amount of time a forager should remain in a patch of a given quality. If we consider that patches can be assigned a patch type based on patch quality, identified by p, and a forager has a net gain in a patch of type p of \( g_p(T_p) \) if it spends \( T_p \) amount of time in that patch type, then the marginal rate of intake as length of time in the patch type increases is

\[
\frac{\partial g_p(T_p)}{\partial T_p}.
\]

(See Table 5 for notation). Similarly, if we are given the travel time between patches, \( T \), and the cost of travel \( E_{travel} \), we can calculate the net intake rate for each patch type,

\[
g_p\left(T_p - T E_{travel}\right) T + T_p.
\]

If we know the proportion of each patch type in the environment, \( p \), we can then calculate the average net intake rate for the whole environment,

\[
\frac{\sum_p p_g(T_p - T E_{travel})}{T + \sum_p p_g T_p}.
\]

Charnov showed that \( T_p \) is optimized when the marginal rate was equal to the average net intake rate for the environment. That is, more time spent in the patch would be wasted effort and less time would fail to exploit useful resources.

Calculating this rate requires omniscient knowledge of patch quality across the environment. The gain function \( g \) must be sufficiently characterized to calculate its rate of change as time-in-patch increases, and for heterogeneous patches, \( g \) must be characterized for all patches in the environment. Even in the case of a single forager it is uncertain that the gain function can be adequately characterized (see, for example, Stephens and Krebs, 1987) because average intake rate depends on the time in patches, and time in patches depends on average intake rate. With multiple foragers and exploitation competition, both marginal and net intake rates change as a function of the number of foragers in the patch; an ideal forager would not only resolve its own circular dependency in MVT, but would also have to solve it for every other forager. Ignoring the fact that animals cannot gather this information in the real world (Bartoń and Hovestadt, 2013), the problem of circularity in applying MVT has suggested that computation even with perfect information is intractable (Wawerla and Vaughan, 2010). These difficulties in applying MVT are not surprising since MVT was derived as a theoretical optimum that behavior might approach in the limit, not as a strategy for decision-making and not under real-world conditions such as resource competition and depletion (Stephens and Krebs, 1987; Wajnberg et al., 2006).

1.3. Reinforcement-learning MVT

Because of these difficulties in developing optimal foraging algorithms that satisfy MVT, algorithms that approximate MVT have been proposed to determine time in patches, often relying on very simple rules (Gibb, 1958; Krebs, 1973; Krebs et al., 1974; McNamara, 1982). One of the more promising approaches was proposed by Wawerla and Vaughan (2009) who estimated the optimal patch departure time by simulating reinforcement learning, which we refer to as reinforcement learning MVT, or RLMVT.

RLMVT is based on an approach to simulating reinforcement learning by implementing the n-armed bandit using softmax to overcome local optima (Sutton and Barto, 1998; see Supplemental material C.1). This algorithm can be used to optimize foraging behavior. Consider that the essential problem in implementing MVT is determining the energy gain rate at which the agent should switch patches (the switching threshold). An agent can choose to switch at too high a rate, which will result in spending too little time in any given patch; it can choose to switch at too low a rate, which will result in spending too much time in any patch; or it can choose the optimal rate, which should converge with the predictions of MVT. If we consider each of the switching thresholds as one of the slot machine’s n arms and we equate the net gain across all patches using that switching threshold as its reward, we can use the n-armed bandit algorithm to find the optimal rate at which to switch patches under MVT. That is, the expected reward for a given switching threshold (corresponding to an arm) is the average net gain rate experienced in patches for which that threshold was used. The softmax algorithm helps greedy optimization systems like the n-armed bandit from settling into local basins of attraction by making choices that currently appear less than optimal more likely to be selected; it also prevents the expected reward values for less-likely thresholds from becoming outdated by allowing them to be selected occasionally (and thus updated) throughout the simulation. Softmax uses a parameter called temperature (\( \tau \)), in which higher temperatures make less-optimal-appearing choices increasingly likely, going to equal probabilities for all choices regardless of expected reward at infinitely-high temperatures (see Supplemental material C.1 for softmax details).

There are two complications: (1) switching threshold is a continuous variable, while the arms on the slot machine represent discrete values; and (2) the optimal switching threshold may change as food resources are depleted. Wawerla and Vaughan (2009) conceptualized this mapping between MVT and the n-armed bandit and addressed the first complication by generalizing Sutton and Barto’s algorithm for a continuous action space (detailed in Supplemental material C.1). The second complication arises as a result of agents foraging within a finite environment: classical MVT
assumes an infinitely large landscape in which individual patch depletion does not change the overall long-term average gain rate (Charnov, 1976). In real environments, depletion over time continuously lowers the average gain rate if there is no replenishment, and thus the optimal switching threshold also decreases. This can be accounted for implicitly by setting $\tau$ to a reasonably high level, which increases the chances of testing multiple switching thresholds regardless of expected reward.

Using RLMVT, a foraging agent can determine and track the switching threshold that provides it with the highest long-term gain rate across encountered patches. The agent accomplishes this empirically without categorizing patches, determining average densities across the environment, or making explicit corrections for resource competition or depletion. The agent simply forages in a patch until the gain rate drops to the level that the agent has learned will optimize its overall gain if it switches patches.

### 1.4. Online MVT

Wawerla and Vaughan (2010) sought to improve their prior reinforcement-learning technique with a continuous estimation algorithm we refer to as online MVT, or OMVT. The authors hoped to overcome the requirement for startup initialization (during the first $n$ steps) and inefficiencies of the softmax algorithm (see Supplemental material C.1). To this end, they devised a method that estimates the long-term average gain rate by continuously updating that estimate from ongoing foraging experience (that is, online estimation).

Using OMVT, the foraging agent keeps track of the gain rate it experiences over time and the time it takes the agent to switch patches on average. From this information, the agent develops an estimate of the average gain rate across patches in its environment (see Supplemental material C2 for algorithm details). The agent compares its current gain rate to its estimate of the average gain rate and switches to a new patch when the current rate falls below the estimated average rate.

### 1.5. Extended MVT methods

The above algorithms above do not include the costs of traveling between patches; indeed, travel cost is explicitly omitted in OMVT (Wawerla and Vaughan, 2010). However, the opportunity cost of travel time is still included by its effect on gain rate. In Wawerla and Vaughan’s research domain (addressed to robotics researchers), the energetic cost of traveling is not accounted for as part of the foraging model since those robots were not foraging for energy. However, in domains in which energetic costs must be minimized within a finite time horizon, the cost of travel due to patch-switching decisions may become important, since any strategy that increases how often an agent switches patches will ultimately lead to a decrease in return due to the number of switches per item retrieved, and thus increased cost for that strategy.

In animal foraging models, one must consider the cost of switching patches to obtain more food; thus, the net energy gain that allows for the cost of traveling to a new patch must be used to optimize foraging behavior. Furthermore, unlike robots, most foragers are limited in the amount of foraging they can accomplish in one day due to limits in food intake and daily behavioral patterns such as sleep. Because of these constraints, when resources are plentiful (for example, early in the foraging season), foragers may not ever reach the optimal switching threshold even in a single patch before they are done foraging for the day. When this is combined with central-place foraging behavior, which requires the forager to return to a central location at the end of a foraging bout then travel back to a foraging patch at the beginning of the next bout, the energetic cost of switching patches may assume an even larger role in decision-making, especially as patches become depleted. Since these constraints were not applicable to Wawerla and Vaughan’s (2009, 2010) research question, their algorithm was explicitly simplified to exclude consideration of patch-switching cost.

However, as we are considering the behavior of animals like waterfowl, which are central-place foragers with dietary and behavioral limits to foraging behavior, we extend RLMVT and OMVT to include the cost of switching between patches.

The adjustments required are simple. For extended RLMVT (XRLMVT), we simply include the cost of travel to the patch when calculating the achieved gain rate for each patch, $\mu$ (see Supplemental material, Eq. C3):

$$\mu = \frac{f - t'qE_{\text{travel}}}{t + t'}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4)}

where $f$ is the amount of food obtained, $E_{\text{travel}}$ is the energetic cost of inter-patch travel, $t'$ is the time spent traveling to the patch, and $t$ is the amount of time spent foraging in the patch.

For extended OMVT (XOMVT), we adjust the total sum of previous gains, $G$, used to calculate the estimated long-term gain rate (see Supplemental material, Eq. C11). In OMVT, when the agent is in patch $p$,

$$G = \sum_{q=1}^{p-1} g_q(T_q).$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(5)}

where $g_q(T_q)$ is the gain in patch $q$ when a forager spends time $T_q$ in that patch. For XOMVT, this becomes

$$G = \sum_{q=1}^{p-1} g_q(T_q) - t'qE_{\text{travel}},$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(6)}

where $t'q$ is the time taken to switch from patch $q-1$ to patch $q$.

Note the effects of these small changes on how each model behaves. In the case of RLMVT, the extended model decreases the expected reward of a given switching threshold; thus, high thresholds that lead to more frequent switching will be penalized. In the case of OMVT, the reduction in $G$, which is in the numerator of the estimated average gain rate, leads to a decrease in that rate; thus, the forager will stay in the patch longer since lower rates of return will be tolerated.

These slight modifications increase the biological validity of the model. We hypothesized that they would also provide better decision-making for our agents, leading to more effective foraging on a biologically-realistic landscape.

### 2. Methods

To assess the best decision-making algorithm, we operationalized foraging effectiveness in two ways: food acquisition efficiency and survival time. Food acquisition efficiency was assessed by days to deficit (DTD), the number of days elapsed before the average forager expended more energy than it acquired (based on a three-day rolling average to prevent early detection resulting from stochastic behavior). Survival time was assessed by the number of days to 50% mortality (DT50 M), when half the population had died due to starvation. DTD and DT50 M provided an absolute measure of the algorithm’s effectiveness. In particular, longer survival times (DT50 M) given the same amount of food in the environment indicate more efficient use of those resources.

Simulation of foraging was conducted using a pre-existing model of waterfowl foraging behavior, SWAMP (Miller et al., 2013). This agent-based model (ABM) was created as a conservation management decision support tool for mixed wetland-agricultural
areas. The version of SWAMP used for this study minimized topological differences in the foraging landscape to regularly arranged squares with varying total food densities on patches of the same type, as required to test MVT behavioral rules. A brief synopsis of the model with flowcharts is provided in Supplementary material A. Key elements of the model are described below.

The ABM described by Miller et al. (2013) was augmented for this study with a component that allowed each forager to make patch-switching decisions during foraging bouts using one of the MVT approximations listed above, either RLMVT, OMVT, XRLMVT, or XOMVT. When this component indicated that the forager should switch patches, the forager randomly picked one of the nearest patches to the current patch and moved to it. A foraging bout encompassed all of the temporally-contiguous foraging behavior for a single day (that is, there was effectively only one bout per day) regardless of the number of patches visited; foraging bouts were delimited by return to the forager’s home refuge. Patches that the forager had already visited during the current foraging bout were excluded from consideration for switching until a later bout (that is, the forager had to return to its home refuge before reconsidering a patch that had already been visited).

For both reinforcement learning approximations (RLMVT and XRLMVT), all fixed parameters in the n-armed bandit with softmax apparatus were held equal: foragers used 5 bins (n in the equations above) and the softmax temperature was 15.0 (γ). Other parameters not covered in the main text are described in the online supplement (Appendix A).

In addition to the MVT approximations, two alternatives were used as bracketing comparisons. In the no optimization condition, foragers stayed in the patch to which they were randomly assigned at the beginning of a foraging bout for the duration of that bout (the No MVT/Random condition). Assignment was proportional to patch area; since patch areas were equal in this model, each patch had an approximately equal number of foragers assigned to it at the beginning of the foraging bout. In the ideal free distribution condition, foragers also remained within the same patch throughout a given foraging bout; however, foragers were assigned to patches at the beginning of a bout using optimal matching based on the ideal free distribution (IFD) theory (the No MVT/IFD condition). IFD, first proposed by Fretwell and Lucas (1969), suggests that foragers will distribute themselves to match available resources so that depletion due to foragers will be proportional to food availability. In this way, denser food patches will deplete more rapidly so that patches of all qualities will be effectively exhausted at the same time despite their original differences in food availability (Sutherland, 1996: p. 36–37). Like classical MVT, however, IFD requires that foragers be omniscient in regards to the distribution of food in their environment and the behavior of other foragers, a biologically unreasonable assumption (Pierce and Ollason, 1987). (IFD also has other limitations, e.g., Bernstein et al., 1988 and Bernstein et al., 1991; though these limitations do not affect its usefulness as a comparison technique in these simulations.) Unlike MVT, IFD is computationally tractable and thus serves as a reasonable model with which to compare the various algorithms. We simulate IFD by stochastically distributing foragers proportional to the current food density on patches at the beginning of each foraging bout; that is, in IFD simulations, agent patch selection is optimized with respect to resources and other foragers on a daily basis.

A total of 80,000 agents were modeled on a simulated 10 km by 10 km landscape; the number of agents was based on scaling the target ecosystem (see below) down to the modeled area. Simulated time steps were a maximum of 15 min. Food availability on the landscape was varied systematically, starting at maximum values replicating a well-studied waterfowl foraging ecosystem, California’s Central Valley (Central Valley Joint Venture, 2006): forageable landscape at 35% of the landscape, composed of 80% commercial rice field and 20% moist soil wetland habitat. We varied these proportions to produce foraging landscapes of different abundance (see Table 2 for quantitates). These landscape variations were tested to determine if the comparative efficacy of foraging strategies differed in more or less abundant landscapes. Simulations ended when all agents ran out of energy reserves.

Basic parameters for agent metabolism, foraging efficiency, food energy values, and patch food initial densities were held equal across all simulations at values previously found to be biologically plausible (Miller et al., 2013). We present all model parameters in Appendix A (Supplementary material). Thirty trials were simulated for each combination of landscape scenario, initial patch distribution (random or IFD), and MVT strategy (no patch switching, RLMVT, OMVT, XRLMVT, and XOMVT). IFD was only used with no patch-switching strategy.

The basic premise of MVT is that optimal foragers should switch patches when their gain rate falls below the long-term average gain rate in the environment; that is, the switching threshold should be equal to the long-term average. Determining the long-term average would allow a useful comparison of each algorithm’s performance to actual MVT-predicted optimization. However, as noted above, this average rate cannot be determined a priori because of the circular causality between the average rate and forager behavior. Furthermore, classic MVT considers the average rate to be a constant because it considers an infinite landscape in which the long-term average rate across the landscape is unaffected by the depletion of individual patches. This clearly is not the case in many ecosystems and was not the case in our simulation. Real-world landscapes may only produce a fixed quantity of resources each season which are exhausted before being replenished. Our simulations model this kind of landscape: as time moves forward, the agents have removed food resources so that patch densities decrease and overall gain rates must therefore be lower than they were earlier in the simulation. Despite our inability to calculate a long-term average gain rate in advance, it is possible to calculate the achieved average gain after a simulation is complete. To account for the change in the overall landscape’s gain rate in finite time, instead of using a constant value for the average rate, we calculated an average rate that changed on a daily basis to reflect resource depletion. This rate was the average of daily gain rates only from the beginning of the given day through the end of the simulation. A rate calculated in this way is affected by the foraging strategy in use, but nonetheless does reflect the only true measurement possible of the rate in the environment, in particular given that the environment includes the foraging behavior of its denizens. Because this was the long-term gain rate going forward, we call this the long-term-forward average rate (LTFA rate). Since a single day is short compared to the length of the overall simulation and resource depletion across a single day is therefore relatively small compared to the total amount of food in the landscape, the LTFA rate may be a reasonable approximation of the optimal switching threshold for that day. Therefore, we used the LTFA rate as a metric to compare for the achieved switching threshold to MVT predictions as a further test of the effectiveness of each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moist Soil</th>
<th>Rice Field</th>
<th>Total Forageable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acreage (ha)</td>
<td>Acreage (ha)</td>
<td>Acreage (ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ABM used herein collects additional data that the original model (Miller et al., 2013) did not collect. The ABM used for this study calculated the mean and standard deviation of patch density, the number of foragers in each patch, and the correlation between number of foragers in a patch and that patch’s density at each time step. This ABM also captured on a daily basis the average gain rate for all foragers, the average gain rate at which foragers switched patches (that is, the current average switching threshold), and the average number of patch switches per day.

All statistical analyses were completed in R (R Core Team, 2013), including the calculation of LTFA.

3. Results

For all analyses, we examined each landscape combination separately. However, we noted that these results fell into two categories. In the first set of cases, all of the results showed very similar patterns, simply scaled to the amount of food in the landscape (for example, a larger number of simulation days for environments with more food). In the second set of cases, there was a continuum of results from the least rich environment to the most rich environment. Thus, for results belonging to the first set, we only present results from the richest environment (1400 ha rice, 2000 ha moist soil), and for results belonging to the second set, we present results from the richest environment (as above) and the poorest environment (1600 ha rice, 400 ha moist soil). Furthermore, XOMVT results are very similar with slight scaling differences. Thus, except for the direct measure of the outcomes of interest in which we report all conditions, we report only the XOMVT results since these results were a slight improvement over OMVT. Complete sets of graphs for all conditions and all strategies are presented in the supplementary material, Appendix B.

One of the predictions of IFD is that patches with more resources will be depleted at a faster rate than those with less resources so
that patches will become more homogeneous as they approach depletion; this pattern is observed in empirical observations of foraging environments (Sutherland, 1996; Nolet et al., 2006). Typical results across simulation time are shown in Fig. 1 for random patch selection with no MVT (Fig. 1a), IFD with no MVT (Fig. 1b), random patch selection with RLMVT (Fig. 1c), random patch selection with XRLMVT (Fig. 1d), and random patch selection with XOMVT (Fig. 1e; OMVT is omitted as it performed similarly to XOMVT). Random and IFD both had very smooth progressions to their end states. Random patch selection with no MVT strategy has uniformly decreasing patch density but patches were not of uniform density at the end of the simulation; approximately half the patches were depleted to the forager’s giving-up density (GUD; the level below which they would no longer attempt to utilize a patch), but many of the initially dense patches were not completely exploited by the end of the simulation. IFD patch selection showed the expected pattern in which more dense patches were exploited more than less dense patches; all patches reached a uniform level near the GUD. RLMVT recapitulated the IFD results very closely, though with some noisiness in the order in which patches were exploited; this raised the question, examined below, of why RLMVT did not perform as well as IFD. XRLMVT appeared to be performing in much the same way as random patch selection for most of the simulation, with early signs of approaching IFD results at 75% of simulation time; by the end of the simulation, however, XRLMVT also achieved efficient patch exploitation. This time course resulted from the patch-switching algorithm being conservative in switching patches early in the simulation because of the costs of moving and then becoming more willing to switch patches as patch densities became very small. This allowed XRLMVT to obtain similar final results to IFD without incurring switching costs when resources were plentiful. Both XOMVT and OMVT exploited patches in a similar pattern to IFD, but at much later stages of the simulation than IFD and RLMVT (for example, XOMVT’s pattern at simulation end resembled RLMVT’s at 75%). Both also had somewhat noisier exploitation patterns than the other strategies. This resulted from the large number of patch switches early in the simulation while resources were still plentiful; this depleted forager energy reserves unnecessarily and prevented them from completing efficient utilization of the environment, as we examine next.

To determine energy expenditures for the foraging strategies, we analyzed the average number of patch switches per foraging bout per forager for each, averaged across all 30 trials (Fig. 2). The XOMVT strategy, in particular, had an extremely high number of patch switches. Before day 100, the XOMVT strategy causes foragers to switch more often than the maximum number for RLMVT; before day 30, XOMVT leads to more switches than the maximum number for XRLMVT. Ultimately, the XOMVT strategy peaks at more than four times as many switches per foraging bout as RLMVT and XRLMVT. Furthermore, XRLMVT peaks at about half the number of switches as RLMVT. This peak also occurs some 50 days later than the RLMVT peak. This supports the idea that foragers using XRLMVT do not switch patches until very late in the simulation, conserving resources needed for survival until efficient patch use becomes necessary. The area under each curve can be thought of as a proxy for time spent switching patches; direct examination of Fig. 2 should make it clear that XRLMVT foragers spend substantially less time switching patches (particularly than XOMVT foragers), and consequently spend substantially less energy switching patches.

To understand the basic MVT processes driving these results, we compared the achieved gain rate, the gain rate at which agents switched patches (the switching threshold), and the LTFA rate; the average number of switches per bout was graphed on the second axis to allow direct examination of its relationship to the foraging metrics (Fig. 3). Recall that our expectation is that the switching threshold (solid black line) should approach the LTFA rate (dashed red line) when the forager is behaving in accordance with MVT. It is immediately obvious that in the online MVT strategy (XOMVT) the switching threshold rapidly converges to the current overall gain rate (solid red line), well above the LTFA rate (and for most of the first half of the simulation, also greater than even the long-term gain rate at the beginning of the simulation). By comparison, RLMVT does a fairly good job of tracking the LTFA rate, though in the poorest landscape it overestimates the optimum switching threshold for the first half of the simulation. XRLMVT performs most accurately in tracking the LTFA rate, almost exactly matching it in the poorest landscapes. In richer landscapes, XRLMVT even slightly underestimates the LTFA rate, which may be a preferable strategy if at the beginning of the simulation most patches are sufficiently rich to provide for the agent’s daily needs. In such cases, it may be unnecessary to switch patches early on, until patch densities begin to fall so low that meeting daily energy requirements becomes uncertain; therefore, foragers should avoid switching patches until later in the simulation.

It is worth observing that the LTFA rates are not equal across the different algorithms. As noted above, this rate is affected by the foraging strategies in use by the environments’ foragers. In particular, we draw attention to the fact that the XOMVT algorithm’s LTFA rate is highest, the RLMVT LTFA rate is lowest, and the XRLMVT has a LTFA rate intermediate between the two. We examine this result in detail in the discussion, below.

These processes led to the following results in our primary outcomes of interest. As expected, the IFD simulations performed best by both measures of effectiveness. The order of effectiveness for the remaining conditions (again, for both measures, which were highly correlated) from best performance to worst was XRLMVT, RLMVT, random patch assignment, XOMVT, and OMVT (Tables 3 and 4).

We determined each strategy’s effect on the outcome variables by examining the differences between conditions. Algorithms’ improvements were judged in comparison to the non-IFD, no-MVT results. XRLMVT improved both DTD and DT50 M by the greatest amount among MVT strategies (DTD, 24.32; DT50 M, 18.69), though, as expected, this improvement was not as great as that for IFD (DTD, 44.60; DT50 M, 31.60). RLMVT did not change DTD.
Fig. 3. Overall average gain rate per forager (solid red line), LTFA rate (dashed red line), rate at patch switch (black line), and switches per bout per forager (blue line, on right-hand axis). XOMVT (a) and (b); RLMVT (c) and (d); and XRLMVT (e) and (f) are shown for poorest landscape conditions (a), (c), and (e); and for richest landscape conditions (b), (d), and (f). Note that scales change between graphs.

Table 3
Days to deficit (DTD) for each condition (average across replications, standard errors in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No MVT</th>
<th>OMVT</th>
<th>RLMVT</th>
<th>XOMVT</th>
<th>XRLMVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFD</td>
<td>195.9</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>175.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>211.5</td>
<td>189.6</td>
<td>129.9</td>
<td>129.9</td>
<td>130.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Days to 50% mortality (DT50M) for each condition (average across replications, standard errors in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No MVT</th>
<th>OMVT</th>
<th>RLMVT</th>
<th>XOMVT</th>
<th>XRLMVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFD</td>
<td>221.2</td>
<td>189.6</td>
<td>129.9</td>
<td>129.9</td>
<td>130.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>237.4</td>
<td>208.3</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>139.8</td>
<td>141.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5
Notation used in this report and its supplements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Action, bin, or “arm” selected for n-armed bandit</td>
<td>$R_d$</td>
<td>Estimated or expected reward for action, bin, or “arm” $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>Index variable</td>
<td>$R_{at}$</td>
<td>Estimated or expected reward for action $a$ at time-step $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{ave}$</td>
<td>Discount rate for reward value rolling average</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Time step index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{max}$</td>
<td>Discount rate for travel time estimator</td>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time spent in patch (typically only the length of one time-step)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{max}$</td>
<td>Lipid energy storage maximum capacity</td>
<td>$t_{ave}$</td>
<td>Handling time for food items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{nave}$</td>
<td>Energy cost of travel</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Sum total of time in previous patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Amount of food in current patch</td>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>Time spent in patch (or patch type) $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ind}$</td>
<td>Lowest ending time for foraging bout</td>
<td>$T'_{p}$</td>
<td>Travel time between patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{nart}$</td>
<td>Starting time for foraging bout</td>
<td>$t_{ave}$</td>
<td>Estimated travel time between patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Food intake in current step</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>Estimated travel time between patches at time-step $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i_{max}$</td>
<td>Maximum daily food intake by mass</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>Trial number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Gain function</td>
<td>$z_0$</td>
<td>Total number of trials for action, bin, or “arm” $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Sum total of previous gains</td>
<td>$\alpha'$</td>
<td>Attack constant for foraging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_b(T_p)$</td>
<td>Gain in patch (or patch type) $p$ after spending time $T_p$ in patch</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Initial width of action bins for reinforcement learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_b(T_q)$</td>
<td>Equivalent to $g_b(T_p)$ when $p$ is used otherwise in equation</td>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Switching threshold rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Random walk size factor for bin optimization</td>
<td>$\theta_a$</td>
<td>Switching threshold rate represented by action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_a$</td>
<td>Estimate of long-term return in patch (or patch type) $p$</td>
<td>$\theta_{max}$</td>
<td>Expected maximum gain rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Total number of patches</td>
<td>$\theta_{max}$</td>
<td>Expected minimum gain rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Number of actions, bins, or “arms” for n-armed bandit</td>
<td>$\theta_{ba}$</td>
<td>Bin center for action $a$ (that is, the specific rate represented by $a$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Patch or patch type</td>
<td>$\theta_{la}$</td>
<td>Bin center for action $a$ at time-step $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(a)$</td>
<td>Probability of action $a$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Current gain rate for specific patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Index variable for patch or patch type when $p$ is otherwise used</td>
<td>$\pi_p$</td>
<td>Proportion of patch (or patch type) $p$ in environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Reward for n-armed bandit</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Patch density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_z$</td>
<td>Reward for trial $z$ on n-armed bandit</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Softmax “temperature”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or DT50 M by a substantial number of days (DTD, 1.28; DT50 M, −1.96); indeed, for both measures, the results are within the 95% confidence intervals of the non-IFD, no-MVT algorithm. Both OMVT and XOMVT resulted in decreases in DTD and DT50 M suggesting once again that the online MVT strategies result in excessive energy expenditure under all conditions.

### 4. Discussion

Our goal was to explore the effectiveness of several optimal foraging algorithms designed to approximate MVT. In our simulations of biologically-plausible foragers, extended versions of Wawerla and Vaughn’s algorithms (2009, 2010) performed better across a range of landscape conditions. However, we also found that for our simulation conditions and agents, reinforcement learning algorithms (RLMVT and XRLMVT) performed far better than continuous estimation, or online algorithms (OMVT and XOMVT). Indeed, the online algorithms performed worse than simple random patch assignment with no patch switching, while the reinforcement learning algorithms approached the performance of IFD simulations. XRLMVT achieved an effectiveness, compared to IFD simulations, of 89.7% for days to energy deficit and 94.2% for days to 50% mortality.

The factor that drives the differences in foraging effectiveness is the number of patch switches that each algorithm imposes on foraging agents. The online algorithms are aggressive in seeking better patches, and in so doing exhaust food resources and energy reserves very rapidly. The reinforcement learning algorithms impose very low patch-switching rates until late in the simulation, as patches become depleted, and thus conserve food and energy. Online algorithms attempt to derive a switching threshold based on the agents’ experiences of gain rates, while reinforcement learning algorithms use achieved energy gains to determine if a threshold is more or less useful. The online methods’ divergences from foraging gains, focusing only on meeting rate targets, drive their inefficiency. On the other hand, reinforcement learning algorithms select any good enough gains that minimizes energy expenditure, resulting in more conservative switching until some patches are too depleted to provide net energy gains.

For systems in which short-term gain rate maximization is more important than length of survival in a depleting landscape, however, our results suggest that the very dynamics that make the online algorithms less effective under this study’s assumptions would likely favor the online algorithms. Future research might also be conducted in which the various algorithms compete against one another in the same environment to determine if the reinforcement-learning algorithms’ long-term survival and efficient use of resources are more evolutionarily beneficial than the short-term acquisitiveness of the online algorithms, or if the converse is true in spite of the online algorithms’ shorter survival times. However, this question was beyond the scope of the research reported herein.

Evidence that long-term efficiency drives the success of reinforcement-learning algorithms in this study can be seen by comparing each algorithm’s switching threshold with the overall achieved gain rate and the LTFA rate. The online algorithms’ switching threshold converged to the achieved gain rate, which was well above any long-term gain rate average for the environment, and thus not in line with classical MVT. On the other hand, the reinforcement learning algorithms approached the LTFA rate for the simulated environments. Because the reinforcement learning algorithms achieved high degrees of foraging effectiveness, we conclude that the LTFA is an appropriate target threshold for patch switching in finite landscapes with depletion. As we have discussed, the LTFA is definitely affected by the algorithm in use. However, the online algorithms switching thresholds exceeded their LTFA rates despite the fact that those algorithms had the highest LTFA rates; besides being a violation in the strict sense of the basic idea of MVT (switching threshold should match the average gain rate), it could be argued that these gain rates were inflated by the aggressive resource exploitation of that algorithm. More surprisingly, even though XRLMVT was not as aggressive as the RLMVT algorithm, it actually achieved higher LTFA rates. Therefore, despite the fact that LTFA is dependent on the foraging strategies being used, thereby being somewhat circular itself, we argue that this study demonstrates that it is the proper target to achieve in depleting finite landscapes.
Further research into the XRLMVT algorithm would yield information regarding specific parameterization of the reinforcement-learning system. In particular, adjustment of the softmax temperature may improve foraging effectiveness. Since lower softmax temperatures favor efficient exploitation of apparent optimal behaviors at the cost of exploration, but higher temperatures favor exploration of changing conditions and alternative maxima at the expense of efficient use of discovered optimal behaviors, the temperature parameter space should be explored to find the optimal tradeoff value for these two competing forces. Alternatively, annealing, in which the temperature is decreased as the simulation proceeds, or reverse-annealing, in which the temperature is increased as the simulation proceeds, might be explored. Adjusting the temperature in response to current forager success may also yield fruitful results: for instance, lowering the temperature to exploit discovered optima when the cost of switching patches is much lower than intake, but allowing the temperature to rise again as the cost of switching patches begins to approach intake levels.

The research reported herein only models exploitative competition. Further research regarding the effects of interference competition on these algorithms can be accomplished by adding interference abilities to the agents. We expect that the additional patch switching imposed by competition will increase cumulative travel costs (Fretwell, 1972), resulting in a decrease in the necessary gain rate to remain in a patch. That would reduce the number of patch switches due to patch quality. Such a result would be in accord with theoretical expectations, since under interference competition it is more desirable for a forager to remain in a patch that it controls. Since, as noted at the end of the description of RLMVT (above) our algorithms do not impose assumptions about how gain rates emerge but allow foragers to simply maximize total gain based on foraging experience, we predict that results with interference competition will be substantially similar to those in this study. This will have to be tested in future research. For our current report, we note that there are many systems in which exploitative competition is more important than interference competition, including the overwintering waterfowl that we used as our example organism. Nevertheless, other factors such as predation risk (Sih, 1984; Sih, 1998), especially from waterfowl hunters (Dooley et al., 2010; Lancaster et al., 2015), and nutritional requirements (Loesch and Kaminski, 1989) may influence patch selection and departure decisions.

Effective, efficient foraging strategies such as XRLMVT may find application in many problems beyond ecological simulations. Specifically, since this algorithm performs optimally by taking the cost of switching patches into account, XRLMVT might be well-suited to applications that are particularly sensitive to movement costs. Models of mate choice, in which switching rate must be calibrated for efficient evaluation of mates (Sullivan, 1994); models of group selection and formation (Stephens et al., 2007); and robot design for remote, difficult-to-access areas such as the deep sea and outer space, in which limited energy resources must be strictly conserved, are areas of potential application.

MVT and the implementations described herein advance our understanding of how animals should optimize sampling of their environment (Dall et al., 2005). The simulation model we developed emphasizes the collection and use of personal information to reduce environmental uncertainty; however, public information on habitat quality can also influence patch selection by animals (Danchin et al., 1998; Danchin et al., 2004; Doligez et al., 2003; Doligez et al., 2004; King and Cowlishaw, 2007), including waterfowl (Pöysä, 2003; Ringelman et al., 2016). Moreover, the degree to which animals learn about their environment and continually adjust their assessments (Bayesian updating) remains an important topic in animal behavior (Oaten, 1977; Green, 1980; Koops and Abrahams, 2003; Valone, 2006; Trimmer et al., 2011). Our model of foraging waterfowl could be extended to model birds flocking (sensu Thorn, 2003) to a previously profitable foraging patch (public information and group foraging) or by dynamically adjusting the softmax temperature in response to a changing environment (Bayesian updating).

In this simulation, we have shown that a reinforcement-learning paradigm that accounts for patch-switching costs is more effective than several alternatives and approaches a theoretical upper bound of effectiveness. This strongly suggests that foraging strategies must use adaptive learning. While the empirical question of the strategies that are actually used by foraging animals in patchy environments cannot be answered by simulations alone, simulations can be used to evaluate the relative effectiveness of hypothesized strategies. In conservation applications, it will ultimately be important to understand and predict outcomes based on actual foraging strategies. Our approach allows the investigation and comparison of strategies such as MVT, social learning, and decisions based on interactions with other foragers. In short, our models provide explicit predictions about the pattern of patch depletion and relative foraging efficiency. Future empirical research on forager patch utilization can draw on these results to investigate strategies of adaptive foraging behavior and the interaction of those strategies with conservation management scenarios.
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